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Abstract In this paper we use gravity data to study fine crustal structure and seismogenic environment

beneath Beijing and its surrounding regions. Multi-scale wavelet analysis method is applied to separating gravity

fields. Logarithmic power spectrum method is also used to calculate depth of gravity field source. The results

show that the crustal structure is very complicated beneath Beijing and its surrounding areas. The crustal density

exhibits laterally inhomogeneous. There are three large scale tectonic zones in North China, i.e., WNW-striking

Zhangjiakou-Bohai tectonic zone (ZBTZ), NE-striking Taihang piedmont tectonic zone (TPTZ) and Cangxian

tectonic zone (CTZ). ZBTZ and TPTZ intersect with each other beneath Beijing area and both of them cut

through the lithosphere. The upper and middle crusts consist of many small-scale faults, uplifts and depressions.

In the lower crust, these small-scale tectonic units disappear gradually, and they are replaced by large-scale

tectonic units. In surrounding regions of Beijing, ZBTZ intersects with several other NE-striking tectonic units,

such as Cangxian uplift, Jizhong depression and Shanxi Graben System (SGS). In west of Taihangshan uplift,

gravity anomalies in upper and middle crusts are correlated with geological and topographic features on the

surface. Compared with the crust, the structure is comparatively simple in uppermost mantle. Earthquakes

mainly occurred in upper and middle crusts, especially in transitional regions between high gravity anomaly

and low gravity anomaly. Occurrence of large earthquakes may be related to the upwelling of upper mantle and

asthenosphere heat flow materials, such as Sanhe earthquake (MS8.0) and Tangshan earthquake (MS7.8).
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1 Introduction

The North China Craton is an old tectonic unit

in Chinese mainland. It is also one of the most active

intracontinental regions in the world. Beijing is situated

in northwestern part of North China basin (NCB). The

western and northern portions of NCB are Taihangshan

uplift and relatively stable Yanshan uplift, respective-

ly. There are many active faults with different strikes

(Figure 1), which makes Beijing one of the most com-

plicated tectonic areas in eastern China. The Cenozoic
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era Zhangjiakou-Bohai tectonic zone (ZBTZ) is the

most important tectonic system in NCB (Ye et al., 1985;

Liu, 1987), to which the occurrences of most large earth-

quakes in NCB are related (Xu et al., 1998; Wang et al.,

2004), such as Sanhe earthquake (MS8.0) and Tangshan

earthquake (MS7.8). Besides, more than 20 earthquakes

with magnitude larger than M6.0 occurred in ZBTZ

in history. Therefore, it is necessary to study the fine

crustal structure and seismogenic environment of Bei-

jing and its adjacent regions.

In the last three decades, many researchers have

investigated seismic structure of the North China using

seismic tomography method (Jin et al., 1980; Liu et

al., 1989; Sun and Liu, 1995; Yu et al., 2003; Huang

and Zhao, 2004, 2009; Wang et al., 2005; Li et al., 2006;

Qi et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2007; Lei et al., 2008; Fang et
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Figure 1 Topographic map of the study area showing the major active faults. Grey curves show the

boundaries between provinces. Black curves show major active faults. F1. Baoding-Shijiazhuang fault; F2.

Huangzhuang-Gaoliying fault; F3. Shunyi-Liangxiang fault; F4. Nanyuan-Tongxian fault; F5. Daxing fault;

F6. Xiadian fault; F7. Nankou-Sunhe fault; F8. Nankou piedmont fault; F9. Jixian fault; F10. Baodi fault;

F11. Hexiwu fault; F12. Southern Niutuozhen fault; F13. Southern Tianjin fault; F14. Cangdong fault; F15.

Northern Tianjin fault; F16. Haihe fault; F17. Jiyunhe fault; F18. Zhenzizhen fault; F19. Tangshan fault; F20.

Zijinguan fault; F21. Sunzhuangzi-Wulonggou fault; F22. Northern Yanfan basin fault; F23. Zhangjiakou fault.

al., 2009), and obtained many results about seismic

wave velocity structure. Huang and Zhao (2004, 2009)

and Lei et al. (2008) also studied seismogenic process

in NCB. Their results reported that large crustal earth-

quakes, such as 1695 Sanhe earthquake, 1976 Tangshan

earthquake and the 2006 Wenan earthquake, generally

occurred in high-velocity areas from the upper to mid-

dle crust, and were mainly induced by weakening of the

seismogenic layer caused by fluids in the lower crust

(Huang and Zhao, 2004; Lei et al., 2008). The earth-

quakes are induced by upwelling of the hot and wet as-

thenospheric materials due to the deep dehydration of

the stagnant Pacific slab in the mantle transition zone

(Lei et al., 2008; Huang and Zhao, 2009). However, due

to sparse distribution of seismic stations, the resolution

and reliability of the previous velocity models were re-

duced. And weak anomalies caused by small-scale tec-

tonic units cannot be revealed by previous seismic wave

velocity structures. So other effective methods are need-

ed to study fine crustal structure beneath Beijing and

its surrounding regions.

As well known, it has been a long time since gravity

method was used to study crustal structure. Nowadays

the method still plays an important role in the research

on Earth’s interior structure. Rocks with different den-

sities can be distinguished using Bouguer gravity data,

and density interfaces can also be inverted. Thus the

tectonic units with different rock densities and density

interfaces can be determined. Bouguer gravity data con-

tain gravitational information related to the whole litho-

sphere, which can not only reflect vertical layer variation

of the lithosphere, but also reveal laterally heterogeneity

of lithospheric density. In order to study different lay-

ers, we must adopt proper methods to separate gravity
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field in multi-scale. This is the key step to invert and

interpret geologic bodies (Zeng, 2005; Diao et al., 2007).

Now lots of work has been done on crustal struc-

ture in North China using gravity method (Feng et al.,

1989; Fang et al., 2002; Zhang and Wang, 2005; Jiang et

al., 2010). Fang et al. (2002) used multi-scale decompo-

sition technique of wavelet transform to study crustal

structure in North China, revealed gravity anomalies

originated from anomalous density bodies of various

scales from surface to Moho, and then discussed the

deep structure setting for the strong earthquakes in this

region. However, it is not enough to study more deeply

seismogenic environment in Beijing and its neighboring

areas. Therefore, it is meaningful for us to study fine

crustal structure and seismogenic environments using

advanced potential field separation method and large-

scale gravity data in these areas.

2 Data and methods

In this study we apply wavelet multi-scale analy-

sis method to separating Bouguer gravity field. Surface

gravity data with sample interval of 2 km were collect-

ed. The data is issued by Development and Research

Center, China Geological Survey in 2002. Seismic to-

mography results are referred to compare with gravity

inversion results.

Gravity field affects the whole lithosphere. Conven-

tional methods for gravity field separation include ana-

lytic extension, trend analysis and derivative method,

etc. But these methods all depend on separation of

regional and local fields, so they are not suitable for

separating multi-scale gravity anomalies. The wavelet

multi-scale analysis method has been developed great-

ly in recent years, and widely used in geophysical da-

ta processing, especially in gravity anomaly processing

(Hou and Yang, 1997; Zhang and Qiu, 1998; Yang et al.,

2001; Chen, 2004; Liu et al., 2004; Lou and Wang, 2005;

Wang, 2005; Zhang et al., 2006; Diao et al., 2007; Pei

et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009). Hou and Yang (1997)

firstly used wavelet transform and multi-scale analy-

sis method to study gravity anomalies of China. Yang

et al. (2001) applied wavelet analysis method to gravi-

ty anomaly separation and processing, and introduced

a new method to gravity anomalies separation. Chen

(2004), Wang (2005) and Wang et al. (2009) have also

done lots of simulated experiments with wavelet analy-

sis method, which proved the method effective in the 3D

inversion on gravimagnetic field of arbitrary geological

bodies.

The main idea of multi-scale analysis is to decom-

pose spatial domain L2(R) into a series of sub-spaces

with different resolutions, of which the limit is L2(R);

and then describe functions in L2(R) as approximate

limits of the series of approximate functions. Each of

approximate function is projection of original function

on sub-spaces with different resolutions. The most com-

mon algorithm applied to wavelet multi-scale analysis

is pyramid decomposition and reconstruction algorith-

m. On the base of wavelet multi-scale analysis, Mal-

lat (1989) integrated construction method of orthonor-

mal wavelet base according to characteristics of wavelet

multi-resolution, and proposed the construction method

and fast transform algorithm of orthonormal wavelet,

which is also called Mallat Algorithm. Theory and flow

of Mallat Algorithm can refer to related literatures

(Mallat, 1989; Mallat and Hwang, 1992; Hou and Yang,

1997; Yang et al, 2001).

Approximation image of wavelet reflects the re-

gional gravity field, which contains low-frequency gravi-

ty anomalies produced by deep large-scale geologic bod-

ies. While detailed image of wavelet reflects the lo-

cal gravity field, which contains high-frequency gravity

anomalies caused by shallow small-scale geological bod-

ies. As we known, the larger is the wavelet multi-scale

transform order, the deeper the source depth will be.

However, the exact depth information cannot be ob-

tained directly. Logarithm power spectrum is another

method to process gravity and magnetism data in the

last century (Cianciare and Marcar, 1976). On the as-

sumption of that source field depth is correlated with

power spectrum, we can obtain average depth informa-

tion based on slope of logarithm power spectrum curve.

Thus, we can get depth information of field source dis-

played by approximate images and detailed images.

Seismic tomography is a method to invert physical

properties using seismic data, which can display later-

al image of the lithosphere. Its purpose is to study 3D

seismic wave velocity structure of the crust to deter-

mine the fine structure of the Earth’s interior and local

inhomogeneity (Yang, 1993). Density is one of the most

important factors which affect P- and S-wave velocities.

Gardner et al. (1974) firstly studied relation between

average seismic wave velocity and rock density. Other

empirical formulae were also obtained successively ac-

cording to different rock experiments (Castagna et al.,

1985; Han et al., 1986, 1997; Smith and Gidlow, 1987;

Li, 1992; Mavko et al., 1998; Ma and Xie, 2005). All

results indicated that seismic P- and S-wave velocities

are related to lithospheric density, and with the densi-
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ty increasing, the velocity increases to a certain extent.

Based on the influence of lithospheric density on gravity

field and seismic wave velocity, we can analyze relation

between gravity anomaly and wave velocity anomaly

qualitatively and further to study fine crustal structure

beneath Beijing and its surrounding regions.

3 Inversion and analysis

We separate the Bouguer gravity field into sub-

space and reseparate each subspace into new order

subspace until no local field anomaly can be found

in approximate image. Such approximate image only

contains Bouguer gravity anomalies produced by up-

per mantle, while the detailed image with the same

order can reflect Bouguer gravity anomalies produced

by lower crust and uppermost mantle. Six orders of

wavelet multi-scale analyses are performed based on

Bouguer gravity data. We compute approximate source

depths of detailed images using logarithm power spec-

trum method as listed in Table 1. Because the average

thickness of the crust in Beijing area is about 34 km

(Luo et al., 2008), the first- to second-order, third-order,

fourth-order and fifth-order images can reveal the struc-

tures of upper crust, middle crust, lower crust and up-

permost mantle, respectively.

According to the inversion results, lithospheric

density is obviously laterally inhomogeneous beneath

Beijing area. And Bouguer gravity anomalies are more

complicated in upper and middle crusts than those in

lower crust and deeper positions. Detailed crustal struc-

ture in Beijing and its adjacent areas will be described

later.

Table 1 Approximate source depths of 1st- to 5th-order

detailed images calculated from power spectrum method

Order
Approximate field

source depth/km

First-order 3

Second-order 6

Third-order 15

Fourth-order 27

Fifth-order 40

3.1 Regional tectonic characteristics

Bouguer gravity anomalies produced by regional

field sources are shown in Figure 2. The approximate

source depths in Figures 2a and 2b are located at mid-

dle and lower crusts, respectively. Two large gravita-

tional gradient zones can be found in the figure, strik-

ing NNE and nearly EW, respectively. The larger one

names Taihangshan gravitational gradient zone extend-

ing along Taihangshan, and it is part of Daxing’anling-

Taihangshan-Wuyishan Gravitational Gradient Zone,

which is a famous gravitational gradient zone in Chinese

mainland (Yin et al., 1980; Liu, 2002; Ma et al., 2006). It

maybe result from NSward extrusion stress produced by

collision of North China block and Huanan block in Late

Indosinian (Ma et al., 2006), or maybe result from inter-

action of Indian plate, Eurasian plate and Pacific plate,

deep mantle flow and heat mantle column (Yang et al.,

2005). It divides North China into two parts. North

China basin (NCB) in the east exhibits smooth grav-

ity anomalies, whereas Taihangshan uplift in the west

exhibits large-scale low gravity anomalies. Gravity val-

ues decrease from 2.0×10−4 m·s−2 in NCB to 1.2×10−3

m·s−2 in Shanxi areas, with the maximum gradient

larger than 1.0×10−5 m·s−2· km−1. This reflects crust

thickness in the east is smaller than that in the west,

according to the negative correlation between gravity

and topography. Earlier studies have already proved

the fact (Li et al., 1984; Ma and Zheng, 1998; Luo et

al., 2008). The EW-striking Yanshan sub-gravitational

gradient zone constitutes boundary of southern North

China basin and northern Yanshan fold belt. And the

gravity change from 1.0×10−4 m·s−2 to 4.0×10−3 m·s−2

across the Yanshan uplift. So we conclude that Tai-

hangshan gravitational gradient zone and Yanshan sub-

gravitational gradient zone form two important geolog-

ical and geophysical boundaries in North China.

Figure 2 shows high gravity anomalies in Cangx-

ian uplift and Tangshan area, especially in Tangshan

area, with largest Bouguer gravity anomaly up to about

3×10−4 m·s−2. This reflects the Moho discontinuities

in the two places are shallower than that in their sur-

rounding areas. We will then analyze the fine structural

characteristics of lithosphere from bottom to top hier-

archical based on detailed images.

3.2 Uppermost mantle structure

Approximate source depth of the fifth-order de-

tailed image (Figure 3e) is under the lower crust. The

above two tectonic zones still show high gravity anoma-

lies. Besides, the NCB is interlaced with several low

and high gravity anomalies, and they all intersect with

ZBTZ. From west to east, the corresponding geological

bodies are Jizhong depression, Cangxian uplift and
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Figure 2 Wevelet multi-scale analysis images of Bouguer gravity anomalies. (a) and (b) correspond to the

2nd and 4th order wavelet transform approximate images of the Bouguer gravity anomalies, respectively.

Huanghua depression. Larger gravitational gradient

zones, produced by fault tectonic, exist between high

and low anomalies. These tectonic units form the basic

framework of NCB. Phenomenon of upwelling of upper

mantle and asthenospheric heat flow materials along

TPTZ and ZBTZ still exists according to the exhibi-

tions of high gravity anomalies in fifth-order detailed

image (Figure 3e). And the Taihangshan piedmont high

gravity anomaly is about 70 km long and 40 km wide.

In ZBTZ, Beijing and Tangshan areas are high gravi-

ty anomalies. Figure 2 also shows high gravity anoma-

ly in Daxing uplift. As the largest tectonic unit be-

neath Beijing, the Daxing uplift is located in interaction

area of ZBTZ and TPTZ, so we can infer the anoma-

ly was caused by the upwelling of upper mantle and

asthenospheric material with high density. Jizhong de-

pression is the largest tectonic unit in NCB, and exhibits

low gravity anomaly in Figure 3e. It is surrounded by

north Yanshan uplift, west Taihangshan uplift and east

Cangxian uplift and is a Cenozoic sedimentary depres-

sion growing on old platform substrate in North China.

Besides, Jizhong depression is composed of many small-

scale uplifts and depressions, among which Wuqing de-

pression shows the most clear anomaly in detailed im-

age. Northwest of Wuqing depression is Daxing uplift,

and north is Jixian uplift. In Figure 3e, Cangxian u-

plift exhibits high anomaly with about 50 km in wide

and strike in NE. A blind fault named Jinghai-Xianxian

fault constitutes the boundary of Cangxian uplift and

Jizhong depression, and it is a famous Cenozoic seismic

belt in eastern China (Xu et al., 1996). In the intersect

area of ZBTZ and Cangxian uplift, the gravity anoma-

ly is very high, and earthquakes occur frequently there.

Tangshan earthquake (MS7.8) is inferred to be corre-

lated with the upwelling of upper mantle and heat flow

materials of asthenosphere.

In northwest of the study area, ZBTZ intersect-

s with Shanxi graben system (SGS). Except Xuanhua

basin, large-scale low gravity anomalies exist beneath

Taihangshan area. The low gravity anomaly of Yan-

qing basin divides ZBTZ into two parts. Xuanhua basin

shows high gravity anomaly, which may be due to up-

per mantle uplift. So thickness of crust beneath Xuan-

hua basin is smaller than that in surrounding areas. Al-

though Southeast of Xuanhua basin shows high gravity

anomaly, there are several low gravity anomaly circles

produced by small Cenozoic era graben basins. These

basins are not only important sections of ZBTZ, but

also parts of NNE-striking SGS.

From the above analyses we know Bouguer gravity

anomalies are obvious, and they reflect basic tectonic

framework of uppermost mantle beneath Beijing and

its surrounding regions. High density materials of up-

permost mantle and asthenosphere upwell greatly along

ZBTZ and TPTZ. They are mostly induced by subduc-

tion of Pacific plate beneath Eurasian plate.

3.3 Lower crustal structure

The source depth of fourth-order detailed image

(Figure 3d) is shallower than that of fifth-order detailed

image. According to the calculation using logarithm
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Figure 3 Wevelet multi-scale analysis images of Bouguer gravity anomalies. (a) to (e) correspond to the

1st to 5th order wavelet transform detailed images of the Bouguer gravity anomalies, respectively.
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power spectrum method, fourth-order detailed image is

about 27 km in depth. So, it reflects the lower crustal

structure. There are many high and low gravity anoma-

lies in ZBTZ as shown in Figure 3d. The large secondary

tectonic units in NCB are decomposed into many small-

scale units, making lower crustal structure beneath Bei-

jing and its surrounding areas very complicated. So

the Bouguer gravity anomalies become complicated and

crustal density becomes lateral inhomogeneous in lower

crust.

In south of Zhuozhou area, there exist two parallel

gravity anomaly zones along the Taihangshan piedmont

areas, the left one is of high anomaly and the right

one is of low anomaly; the gravitational gradient zone

between them reveals the existence of Shijiazhuang-

Baoding fault. As the west boundary of Jizhong de-

pression, the Shijiazhuang-Baoding fault controls de-

position boundary of NCB. In north of Zhuozhou,

gravity anomaly becomes complex as shown in the

fourth-order detailed image (Figure 3d). Several high

and low anomalies interlace beneath Beijing, with the

strikes similar to Shijiazhuang-Baoding fault. So it is

inferred that they belong to the same tectonic system,

named TPTZ. Influenced by both ZBTZ and TPTZ,

crustal structure is very complicated beneath Beijing.

Many small-scale tectonic units grow there, includ-

ing Huangzhuang-Gaoliying fault, Liangxiang-Shunyi

fault, Nanyuan-Tongxian fault, Xiadian fault and east-

ern margin fault of Daxing uplift. They divide the crust

into many different sections, and formed the fastigiate

distributed feature in front of Taihangshan piedmont

area. There occurred frequently small earthquakes, and

the largest one is Sanhe earthquake (MS8.0), which just

happened on Xiadian fault. It is inferred that the mech-

anism of Sanhe earthquake is similar to that of Tang-

shan earthquake. They are both induced by the up-

welling of upper mantle and asthenosphere heat flow

materials.

And the highest Bouguer gravity value of Cangx-

ian uplift is about 7×10−5 m·s−2, which is much

smaller than Bouguer gravity value in Taihangshan

piedmont, indicating the upwelling of upper mantle be-

neath Cangxian uplift is weaker than that along TPTZ.

There exhibit low anomalies on both sides of Cangxi-

an uplift, which are caused by Jizhong and Huanghua

depressions. From Figure 3d, we can see Jizhong depres-

sion becomes complicated in structure. And it consists

many small scale tectonic units, including Niutuozhen,

Gaoyang, Ningjin uplifts, and Gu’an, Hejian, Baxi-

an, Renqiu, Baoding, Shijiazhuang depressions (Zhang

et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2008). The obviously low

Bouguer gravity anomaly appears in Wuqing depres-

sion, with the smallest Bouguer gravity value about

1.6×10−4 m·s−2. Density of Jizhong depression is later-

ally inhomogeneous.

3.4 Middle crustal structure

Middle crustal structure will be analyzed based

on the third-order detailed image of wavelet multi-scale

analysis (Figure 3c). The approximate source depth is

about 15 km. Bouguer gravity anomalies on both third

and fourth order detailed images have the similar char-

acteristics in figure, direction and correlation of gravity

anomaly. However, density difference is more obvious in

third-order detailed image. In this case crustal structure

revealed by Bouguer gravity anomalies is more compli-

cated in middle crust.

Beneath Beijing area, Bouguer gravity anomalies

are more obvious in middle crust than in lower crust.

Gravity gradient zones induced by small-scale fault tec-

tonic units are linearly distributed. These reflect crustal

structure is complicated in middle crust beneath Bei-

jing area. In NCB, Bouguer gravity values are between

−2.0×10−5 m·s−2 and 4.0×10−5 m·s−2. The three large-

scale tectonic units, i.e., Jizhong depression, Cangxi-

an uplift, Huanghua depression, are composed of many

small-scale tectonic units, where different high and low

Bouguer gravity anomalies appeared. These units are

product of different processes of extrusion and exten-

sion movement experienced by North China. The sub-

duction of Pacific plate to Eurasian plate contributes to

these processes greatly. The crustal structure of Jizhong

depression is very complex in third-order detailed im-

age. The most clear gravity anomalies appear in Wuqing

depression and Jixian uplift, which are located in the in-

tersect area of Jizhong depression and ZBTZ. The Jix-

ian uplift is on the edge of Yanshan uplift, where small

earthquakes occurred frequently. The Baodi fault situ-

ated between Jixian uplift and Wuqing depression con-

trols the deposition boundary of Jizhong depression.

Compared with the gravity anomalies of lower

crust, anomaly of middle crust is more complicated in

western Taihangshan area. The Taihangshan uplift is

interlaced with many small-scale high and low anoma-

lies, which are correlated with surface geological and

topographic features. The crustal density becomes lat-

erally inhomogeneous in middle crust. In third-order de-

tailed image (Figure 3c), gravity anomalies distribute in

narrow stripes, with low anomalies lying in the basin

and high anomalies on both sides. Along the edges

of basins, a series of boundary faults, including Yan-
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fan basin, Huaizhuo basin, Weiguang basin, Yangyuan

basin and Huaianzhen basins, produce gravitational

gradient zones, and cut down into the middle crust. All

these tectonic units are productions of interaction be-

tween ZBTZ and Taihangshan uplift zone.

3.5 Upper crustal structure

The approximate source depth of second-order de-

tail image is about 6 km (Figure 3b). As can be seen in

Figures 3b and 3c, there are lots of similarities, which

reflects crustal structures are similar in the two depths.

However, gravity anomalies of second-order detailed im-

age are more complex than third-order detailed image.

Large secondary tectonic units still show obvious grav-

ity anomalies, such as Jizhong depression, Cangxian

uplift and Huanghua depression.

As for the small-scale tectonic units including Dax-

ing uplift, Beijing depression and Sanhe depression, ap-

pear clear gravity anomalies, but they are smaller in size

than those in the third-order detailed image. The faults

among these tectonic units divide upper crust into many

different sections. In seismic image of P-wave veloci-

ty structure (Wang et al., 2005), east of Huangzhuang-

Gaoliying fault is of low velocity anomaly, and mean-

while of low gravity anomaly. North of Xiadian fault is

cut by high velocity body, with low velocity anomaly in

the east, while in gravity anomaly image appears high

gravity anomaly in north and low gravity anomaly in

east. The crustal structure beneath Beijing inverted by

gravity method is coincident with that from seismic to-

mography. From Figure 3b we can see that Baodi uplift

shows high gravity anomaly with about 40 km long. In

Tangshan area, the high gravity anomaly is very obvious

and it is related to high anomaly produced by Cangxian

uplift.

In northwest of Beijing, the Bouguer gravity

anomalies are completely correlated with geological and

topographic features in upper and middle crusts. Ac-

cording to seismic tomography results, northeast of

Beijing, Yangyuan basin, Weixian basin and Huailai

basin all show low velocity anomalies, and the piedmont

fault zone of Taihangshan is intermitted by low velocity

anomalies in depth of 10 km (Huang and Zhao, 2005).

These reflect the upper crustal density of northwestern

Beijing is smaller than that of its surrounding areas.

The first-order detailed image reveals source depth

on top of the upper crust, i.e., about 3 km beneath

the surface (Figure 3a). Because of the thick Cenozoic

era sediments, Bouguer gravity changes smoothly in the

NCB. Compared with the second-order detailed image,

anomalies produced by small-scale tectonic units are not

obvious. All these reflect density differences are not clear

in lateral sediments. However, regional anomalies pro-

duced by the secondary tectonic units still exist, such as

low gravity anomaly of Jizhong depression, high gravi-

ty anomaly of Cangxian uplift and low gravity anomaly

of Huanghua depression. According to seismic tomog-

raphy results, the NCB is interlaced with low and high

P-wave velocity anomalies in upper crust between 1 km

and 5 km depth (Lei et al., 2008), such as low velocity

anomaly of Jizhong depression, high velocity anomaly of

Cangxian uplift and low velocity anomaly of Huanghua

depression.

ZBTZ is intermitted with high anomalies. Jizhong

uplift still shows high gravity anomaly, the upper inter-

face of the uplift raises to the surface. Besides, gravi-

ty anomalies change sharply in northern Yanshan fold

belt and western Taihangshan uplift. And anomalies are

correlated with the surface geological and topographic

features. Faults on edges of basins cut through the sur-

face. The crustal structure is complex in mountainous

regions.

4 Discussion

For earlier studies used low spatial resolution grav-

ity data, or applied conventional methods, fine crustal

structure could not be obtained beneath Beijing and its

surrounding areas (Yin et al., 1993; Fang et al., 2002).

Besides, active tectonics was not taken into considera-

tion in some studies, therefore the relationships between

gravity anomalies and earthquakes were not analyzed

very well (Feng et al., 1989). In the present study, we ap-

plied advanced wavelet multi-scale analysis method to

separating gravitational potential field based on large-

scale gravity data, and then studied fine crustal struc-

ture and seismogenic environment beneath Beijing and

its surrounding regions.

Analyses of approximate images indicate there are

two large scale gravitational gradient zones in the study

areas, i.e., Taihangshan and Yanshan gravitational gra-

dient zones. They are produced by Taihangshan uplift

and Yanshan uplift, respectively. The North China is

divided by TPTZ and ZBTZ into different parts. The

two tectonic zones cut through the lithosphere. Bouguer

gravity anomalies produced by the two tectonic zones

exist in all approximate images. Tangshan is situated in

the middle part of ZBTZ, and it exhibits large-scale high

gravity anomalies. This suggests higher density materi-

als exist beneath Tangshan area compared with its sur-

rounding areas. The occurrence of Tangshan earthquake
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(MS7.8) is related to the upwelling of upper mantle and

asthenospheric heat flow materials. Besides, Cangxian

uplift exhibits high gravity anomalies, which is also pro-

duced by uplift of uppermost mantle.

Moreover, detailed images reflect that crustal

structure is complicated beneath the NCB, especial-

ly in the upper and middle crusts. The crustal densi-

ty is laterally inhomogeneous. The NCB is interlaced

high and low gravity anomalies with NE-strike, which

are produced by Jizhong depression, Cangxian uplift

and Huanghua depression, etc. They are important sec-

ondary tectonic units in North China, and intersect with

ZBTZ. In seismic images of wave velocity structure,

they represent low and high velocity anomalies in upper

crust. These secondary tectonic units are composed of

many small-scale faults, uplifts and depressions, which

makes the crust very complicated compared with the

uppermost mantle. Many earthquakes occurred in the

transitional areas between high and low gravity anoma-

lies, which are produced by different uplifts and depres-

sions. This is consistent with the previous researches,

which considered strong earthquakes mostly happened

near the gravitational gradient zone of high density geo-

logical bodies (Fang et al., 2002). Comparatively speak-

ing, structure of the uppermost mantle is simple, and

mainly composed of the above secondary tectonic units.

It is worth emphasizing that Cenozoic era Cangxian

uplift is an important seismic belt, and it intersects with

ZBTZ in Tianjin and Tangshan areas. Throughout the

whole crust, Cangxian uplift shows high gravity anoma-

lies. And the famous seismic belt, Tangshan-Hejian seis-

mic belt, extends along western side of Cangxian uplift.

The complex sub-tectonic units in the North China rift-

depression basin are characterized by sinking and frag-

mentized basement, uplifted Moho, thinned crust and

lateral tectonic differences (Jia and Zhang, 2005; Jia et

al., 2009).

Bouguer gravity anomalies in northwest of Beijing

area are correlated with surface geological and topo-

graphic features in upper and middle crusts. In first and

fourth order detailed images, anomalies distribute as

narrow bands along basins. Low gravity anomalies exist

in the basin, while on both sides of the basin appear high

gravity anomalies. The gravitational gradient zones be-

tween the low and high gravity anomalies reveal the

existence of faults, which cut through the surface. The

phenomena are very clear in the first and second order

detailed images. These basins include Yanhuai basin,

Xuanhua basin and Yangyuan-Weixian basin, and they

are located in intersecting area of ZBTZ and SGS. With

the source depth increasing, the local gravity anomalies

produced by these small basins disappear gradually, and

are replaced by regional low gravity anomalies, indicat-

ing the lower crust is in state of mass deficit under the

adjustment of gravity isostatic with the uplift of Tai-

hangshan.

Influenced by interaction between Cenozoic era

ZBTZ and TPTZ, the crustal structure beneath Bei-

jing is very complicated. The crustal density is laterally

inhomogeneous. Holocene sediments have covered the

bumpy and fragmentized crust beneath Beijing, which

consists many small-scale faults, uplifts and depressions,

such as Daxing uplift, western uplift of Beijing, Bei-

jing depression, Wuqing depression, Gu’an depression

and the fault tectonics dividing them. Local gravity

anomalies produced by these units are clearly displayed

in the first to fourth order detailed images. Beneath

the crust, the structure is simple in uppermost man-

tle, with the small fault tectonics disappearing, and

the Bouguer gravity anomalies is higher than surround-

ing area. Throughout the crust, faults are nearly par-

allel distributed, just like a broom, while at the bot-

tom of lower crust, the gravity anomalies link togeth-

er with high gravity anomalies produced by Baoding-

Shijiazhuang fault. These faults form the TPTZ to-

gether. High Bouguer gravity anomalies exist in nearly

all detailed images beneath Beijing area, which are in-

duced by upwelling of upper mantle and asthenospher-

ic heat flow materials. The occurrence of Sanhe earth-

quake (MS8.0) is correlated with upwelling of the high

density materials. And it is similar to Tangshan earth-

quake.

5 Conclusions

Surface gravity data with 2 km sampling inter-

val were used to get the fine crustal structure beneath

Beijing and its surrounding regions. We apply wavelet

multi-scale analysis method to separating gravitational

potential field so as to invert crustal structure. Loga-

rithm power spectrum method was used to calculate the

approximate source depth. Bouguer gravity fields were

separated successfully, with the shallow gravity anoma-

lies separated from deep ones, and local gravity anoma-

lies separated from regional ones. And then homoge-

neous features of density and seismogenic environments

were analyzed in this paper.

Researches indicate Beijing is situated in the inter-

action area of Zhangjiakou-Bohai tectonic zone (ZBTZ)

and Taihang piedmont tectonic zone (TPTZ). The
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crustal structure beneath Beijing is very complicated,

especially in middle and upper crust. The crustal densi-

ty is inhomogeneous in lateral direction. The upper and

middle crusts are divided by different striking faults into

many small-scale tectonic units like uplifts and depres-

sions; all these units exhibit different gravity anomalies.

With the depth increasing to the bottom of lower crust,

small-scale units disappear gradually, and they are re-

placed by large-scale tectonic units. The North Chi-

na basin (NCB) is interlaced with several NE-striking

high and low gravity anomalies, which was produced by

Jizhong depression, Cangxian uplift and Huanghua de-

pression, etc. The Cenozoic era ZBTZ intersects with

these NE-striking tectonic units, and small earthquakes

occurred frequently on ZBTZ. High Bouguer gravity

anomalies exist throughout the whole lithosphere of Bei-

jing and Tangshan area. They are induced by upwelling

of upper mantle and asthenospheric heat flow materi-

als along TPTZ and ZBTZ. The occurrence of Sanhe

and Tangshan earthquakes were inferred to be relat-

ed to these uppermost mantle and asthenospheric ma-

terials. In west of Taihangshan, gravity anomalies are

correlated with surface geological and topographic fea-

tures in upper and middle crusts. Gravity anomalies

and velocity anomalies are correlated with each other

in upper crust. The earthquakes mainly occurred in up-

per and middle crusts, especially in transitional regions

between high gravity anomalies and low gravity anoma-

lies beneath Beijing and its surrounding regions. These

high and low gravity anomalies correspond to uplifts

and depressions. The structure in uppermost mantle is

comparatively simple compared with the crust. Our re-

sults will improve recognization of crustal structure and

seismogenic environment beneath Beijing and its sur-

rounding regions.
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